. It is a high-resolution copy of a very sharp photograph of a group of 86 people. On the frame of that photo one can read two inscriptions noted in pencil above and below the photograph, respectively: "Union Internationale de la Chimie pure et appliquée," and "Reception au chateau de La Hulpe le 29 Juin 1921." Moreover, just under the photograph there are two inscriptions in smaller letters: "Bruxelles 1913," on the left, and the signature of "Benj. Couprie" on the right, both in the same handwriting. Two questions arise: (1) Which is the correct date for that photograph? (2) Who are the persons that appear in the photo?
1913 was indeed the year in which the International Association of Chemical Societies (a forerunner of IUPAC) met in Brussels [3, 4] , a meeting that was arranged to coincide with the 50th anniversary of Solvay & Cie, and with the creation of the International Solvay Institute of Chemistry. The meeting, supported by Solvay, took place from 19-23 September, when a group picture might have been taken. The meeting must not be confused with the second Conseil Solvay de Physique, that also took place in Brussels from 27-31 October of the same year. In the picture under consideration ( Figure  1) (Figure 1 ), using the numbering of the attendees shown in Figure 2 .
IUPAC in Brussels in 1921: A Historical Photo the large sugar refi nery where they admired how the equipment and organisation were up-to-date. They then went to Lubeck, to Lucien Beauduin's estate where they were received by the industrialist and his family for lunch [5] [6] [7] [8] . On Wednesday, the participants were taken by motor cars to the mansion of La Hulpe. Solvay and his family received the participants for lunch and the children had the opportunity to stroll around the park. the prestigious Solvay Chemistry Councils, and Pope, who would become the next IUPAC president. At that time Solvay would have been working on the preparation of the fi rst Solvay Chemistry Council, which would take place in 1922 [10, 15] . The dates and programme for the 1922 Solvay Chemistry Council were discussed and approved in a meeting of the organising committee held in the private laboratories of Ernest Solvay on 24 June 1921 [10] , just before the IUPAC meeting. This committee was chaired by Pope and the other participants were Paul Hegel, Émile Tassel, Georges Chavanne, Jean Perrin, Phillippe A. Guye, André Job, and Dony-Hénault. Ernest Solvay himself did not participate in this committee, as there is a decision mentioned in the minutes to send him a telegram of recognition.
The list of participants [7, 8] includes 82 scientists from 18 diff erent countries.1 With the help of that list, we compared other photographic sources in which the same chemists are unequivocally identifi ed [11] [12] [13] [14] with the faces in Couprie's photograph, and could identify a number of them. A few more were identifi ed with the help of an international team of historians of chemistry, familiar with several of the chemists on the picture. The identification of most of the participants (all men) is summarised in Table 1 , using the numbering shown in Figure 2 . As a final step, we systematically studied pictures of other chemistry conferences from that period (Table 2 ), in conjunction with the lists of participants of those conferences, helped by keys to those pictures. There are also several women in the picture, but none of them participated in the Conference, and it was impossible to identify them with any degree of certainty. We have not been able to reasonably identify the faces of the following people that appear in the list of participants: Victor Cambon (France), Giuseppe Paternò (Italy) and J. F. Schmitz (Roumania). There were also participants whose images we had at hand and who were almost certainly not in the group picture taken at La Hulpe: Georges H. Baril (Canada), Daniel Berthelot (France), Pierre Bruylants (Belgium), Georges Chavanne (Belgium), Emilio Crespi (Italy), Jean Gérard (France), Arnold Frederik Holleman (Netherlands), André Job (France), Edgar de Laire (France), Léon Lindet (France), Colin M. Mackall (USA), Emanuele Paternò (Italy), Georges Peny (Belgium) and Jules Wauters (Belgium).
Leaving aside one child and 18 women who are not listed as participants of the conference, there are a total of 67 males in the photograph, 65 of which have been confidently identified. This leaves us with only two unidentified scientists in the picture (numbers 29 and 41 in Figure 2 ). Taking into account that Ernest Solvay was not on the list of 82 participants, we may conclude that 15 persons in that list did not attend the Solvay reception or were not in the group when the picture was taken, as was the case of Lindet and E. Paternò, whom we know that were present at the conference on the 27th. In the case of Gérard, he was present at the beginning of the conference, but left in the morning of 29 June because he was ill, and was substituted by Voisin. The almost complete match between the list of participants at the 1921 IUPAC conference and the faces found in the group photograph leaves no doubt that it was taken during that conference, and that the annotation of the date of 1913 by Couprie was probably made at a later stage, and he probably mistook it for another photograph taken earlier on the occasion of the International Association of Chemical Societies and the creation of the International Solvay Institute of Chemistry. 
IUPAC in Brussels in 1921: A Historical Photo
In the year that marks the centennial of IUPAC, we find it appropriate to publicly document a photograph of such a historically important event, especially given the scarcity of individual portraits of scientists of that time.
